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GUITAR LESSONS FOR THE PRICE OF A COFFEE!This quick-start guide will provide you with

everything you need to know to quickly go from beginner to expert and unlock your full potential!This

books makes it simple and easy to learn the basics, and become the guitarist youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve

always dreamt ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.in no time!This Step-by-Step Guide to Learning Guitar Includes:How to

memorise the fretboard and instantly locate every note like itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s second natureThe

fundamentals of guitar playing in simple, clear and concise pointsA brief introduction into music

theory (what you need to know to get started)The anatomy of a guitarUnderstanding guitar

lingo(insert bulletpoint)The easiest songs to learn for beginners including Ã¢â‚¬ËœKnockin' on

heaven's doorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ and Ã¢â‚¬ËœHey Soul SisterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢!And loads more helpful

hacks!Download your copy today!Take the first step towards becoming the guitarist youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve

always dreamt of and download this book for a limited time price!So letÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s get going and

before you know it youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be playing your favorite songs off by heart!Available to read on

your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.Check Out What Others Are Saying..."This is a

simple straight forward book. It gives instructions where needed and doesn't overwhelm a

beginner."  - J_BOSS" I find this book very motivational as well as informative for guitar beginners."

- Spyke Eldron"Great resource for the new player and also the expert as well. I'm just starting out

learning how to play the guitar and this book gives you the basics in learning how to play. However,

I'm still going to take lessons and use this book as a reference when practicing. Very easy to

understand and very good to share with someone else and compare learning experiences together."

- Samantha ButcherTags: Guitar, Guitar Lessons, Guitar Book, Guitar Theory, Guitar Chords, Guitar

Scales, Guitar for Dummies, Bass Guitar, Fretboard, Ukulele, Electric Guitar, Songwriting
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This book gives a thorough orientation to acoustic & electric guitars and teaches the basics for

tuning, playing chords, strumming patterns and some notation reading. It gives instructions where

needed and doesn't overwhelm a beginner. The songs included are easy to play and you do not

have to read music to play them. I am very happy with this purchase and am looking forward to

working with it. No music reading knowledge is required.

I picked this book up because my boyfriend has had a guitar sitting in our closet for years and I

figured it might be fun to actually learn how to use it. This book explained everything that I need to

know and I now can begin to learn how to actually play it. I liked the little sayings to help you learn

the strings and also the techniques to prevent my fingers from getting too sore. It takes you from the

very basics, such as holding it properly when sitting or standing, to more advanced things like tuning

it and playing it. It also gives a list of simple songs to begin with. I've decided to start with some Bob

Marley ;)

The book walks you one step at a time, fairly painlessly, from simple to very complex. This thing is a

gold mine. this book is presented in a manner that is easy to understand. It's all connected perfectly.

The Fretboard IS laid out with a logic and a purpose that I never fully understood until reading this

book. For the intermediate or accomplished guitarist looking to better understand music theory,

however, this book is an excellent resource manual.

This book provides some information for a beginner player. It does not approach what you need to

become an expert, let alone "quickly"(because, as this points out, there are no shortcuts to



becoming an expert, just lots and lots of practice. So not sure why it says on the cover that you can

go to expert level "quickly".There is nothing at all in this book for an intermediate or expert. There is

very little helpful information even for a beginner. I would not consider telling you the names of the

notes a "brief introduction to music theory".The only people I would recommend buy this book are

absolute beginners who can't afford a better book.

Great resource for the new player and also the expert as well. I'm just starting out learning how to

play the guitar and this book gives you the basics in learning how to play. However, I'm still going to

take lessons and use this book as a reference when practicing. Very easy to understand and very

good to share with someone else and compare learning experiences together.

I don't fully trust that the other reviews here are legitimate. This "book" (pamphlet really) contains

about the same amount of info you'd get from 10 minutes of your first guitar lesson, or the

equivalent time on YouTube. Just do a Google search for "what is a guitar?", "guitar fretboard

layout", and "easy guitar songs." You'll get more and better info - for free.

A very quick read that provides the basics for learning about the guitar parts and how to memorize

the notes on the strings. A good read for beginners because it is easy to understand and

straightforward.

Learning a guitar is one of my dream but it is very hard thing for me to do but having this book was

giving my hopes back on my dreams. I cant imagine that their is an easy way to learn guitar but

without practicing you would not master it. the books help me allot on memorizing the Fret board

patterns that will help me easy to do different kinds of chords. Really really glad that I have bought

this book!
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